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BAGHDAD/ (Sputnik) - At least 23 civilians were killed and dozens wounded in the area of Al-Dura in the Syrian capital of Damascus, the press service of the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs said. "As a result of the bombing in eastern Ghouta and shelling in Damascus, at least 23 people were killed and 47 persons were
wounded," the... Summary/Synopsis: The DC-3, a twin-engined propeller-driven aircraft, first flew in 1930 and led to an innovative approach to turboprop

design that started with the Convair 580 of 1949 and a succession of regional and short-range models. A total of 1,407 DC-3s were built in the USA, Canada
and Europe and remained in service with some 20 operators worldwide until the early 1970s. Today, many of the last three generations of DC-3s remain in
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professionals alike. Classic and innovative language tools to help you find the right word instantly, including computer-assisted translation with advanced The
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the door to the other side. Betya In Istanbul, Helen became a well-known designer with a long list of patrons. Every day, she was living a life of luxury, until
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